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A common
read for
freshmen

Authorities
prepare
for movein weekend

Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Kyra Loch

Welcome, welcome back. The
LMIL[QTMV\KIUX][Q[IOIQVÅTTML
with chatters, smiles and joyous
noise as the 18,000 plus students
returned for school on Monday.
Many of you may be new to
this place, either being new or
transferred students, staff, visiting scholars or faculty. Whilst as
returning students, many of you
will be very much familiar with
the campus already.
Whether you are an alien to
this land, or a permanent resident, you need to be aware of a
couple of changes to this school.
First being the new smoking
policy that has been successfully
implemented starting this fall semester. If you may have noticed,
many areas where students and
staff used to be smoking at are no
longer permitted.
If you have to smoke, use the
designated smoking areas. Just a
PMIL]X\PM[M[XMKQÅKbWVM[_QTT
be removed effective from next
fall. Hence, the school will be
completely tobacco-free next year.
As smokers, and non-smokers,
you need to be aware of this
policy and do not violate them. I
foresee that many students may
still hide around some nondesignated points and enjoy their
“fresh air” sessions – yet, this may
cause uneasiness for others and
at the same time violating the
university policy.
Next, the new academic structure will call effective this fall semester as the university Strategic
Planning Committee has worked
on it for the past years.
Do update yourself on the
new colleges, schools and departments that are formed to achieve
higher administrative productivity,
as well as better learning experi-
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Residential
halls to be
renovated
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

St. Cloud State University will
be seeing changes to the inside of its
LWZU[:MVW^I\QWV[PI^MJMMVUILM
to Shoemaker and more are being
planned for the other halls.
;\M^MV4]L_QO\PM^QKMXZM[QLMV\
of administrative affairs, said that the
university has a renovation plan that
extends out about 10-12 years.
“As it moves out further, it’s a
little less certain because we might
KPIVOM_PI\_M_QTTLW7]ZVM`\
move is to Hill and Case. Starting
this fall, we’re going to do Case.
We’ll be renovating the common
area. Next Spring we’ll do Hill. After
that, we’ll renovate east and west
Shoemaker. Then we move on to a
couple of segments of Mitchell. In
another year, we move on to SteaZV[º4]L_QO[IQL

6HHRenovations/Page
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Over 1,000 international students attend St. Cloud State University.

International students:
trials and tribulations
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

Move-in weekend is always
a busy, bustling time at SCSU.
-^MZaWNÅKMQ[OM\\QVOWZOIVQbML
new students are moving in and
campus common areas are full of
people.
For international students, the
preparation for this weekend begins far in advance and thousands
of miles away.
“For international admissions,
we do have some additional rules
and regulations because they are
international students,” said Min
Soon Sze Tho, a graduate assistant in the admissions department
of the Center for International
Studies.
The initial steps are the same
for students the world over:
submit an application, pay a fee
and submit high school and any
secondary school transcripts. Sze
Tho says the transcripts can be
the most complicated part of the
admissions process.
“Different countries have different grading formats, different
educational systems,” he said. “So
having to translate that into the
American system to see if they are
academically admissible.”
“Then there’s English proÅKQMVKa_PQKPQ[][]ITTaVW\

required for domestic students,”
Sze Tho said. “They might have
to take an exam for English proÅKQMVKaTQSM\PM<7-.4C<M[\WN 
English as a foreign language] or
\PM1-4<;C1V\MZVI\QWVIT-VOTQ[P
language testing system].”
If a student doesn’t meet the
-VOTQ[PXZWÅKQMVKaZMY]QZMUMV\[
they can enroll in a program at
SCSU to bring their skills up to
the required level.
“So if they score on the
<7-.4IVLQ\LQLV¼\ZMITTaUMM\
our requirements, they are given
the option to come for the IEC
C1V\MV[Q^M-VOTQ[P+MV\MZEXZWgram,” Sze Tho said.
International students must
IT[WXZW^QLMILLQ\QWVITÅVIVKQIT
documentation to study in the
U.S.
“International students are
usually F1 students, that’s their
immigration status to come study
in the United States,” Sze Tho
said. “They have to show that
\PMaPI^M\PMÅVIVKQIT[WT^MVKa
to support their education for the
ÅZ[\aMIZI\IVa=;QV[\Q\]\QWVº
If the students are then accepted to SCSU, they must apply
and be approved for a visa.
“International students are
usually F1 students, that’s their
immigration status to come study
in the United States,” Sze Tho

said. “They would need to get
an acceptance letter and an I-20,
which is an immigration document that will be used when they
go for a visa interview.”
Min Soon Sze Tho works with
international students every day
and had this advice to offer new
students:
“I would suggest really try and
explore your interests before you
really decide on your major, really
ÅO]ZMW]\_PI\aW]_IV\\WLWº
Adib Khan is one of the more
than a thousand students who met
the above requirements and came
to study at SCSU.
“I always had this plan, ever
since high school, that I’d go
abroad and do my college,” said
Khan, an electrical engineering
major from Bangladesh. “I wasn’t
really sure about it, but my uncle,
he came to St. Cloud State, he’s
still here.
“So once he came here, I
know I got the courage. I’m like,
»7SIaaMIPTM\¼[\ZaQ\¼º
0Q[ÅZ[\aMIZI\;+;=3PIV
lived on-campus.
“Internationals, it doesn’t
matter where they come from:
you have to live in the dorms,” he
said. “You make a lot of connections, big network. You make a lot

Move-In Weekend at St.
Cloud State University signiÅM[\PMMVLWN []UUMZIVL\PM
arrival of new and returning
students to campus.
The big weekend has also received a reputation for parties and
celebrating around the campus
area.
The SCSU Public Safety Department and the St. Cloud Police
Department have both been preparing for this coming weekend.
St. Cloud State is expecting 80% of new and returning
students to arrive on Saturday to
move into the on-campus dorms,
and the rest of the students on
Sunday.
There are many different
committees and departments on
campus that partner with Public
Safety and the Police Department
to make move-in weekend safe
and successful.
Public Safety works with St.
+TW]L;\I\M¼[:M[QLMV\QIT4QNM
department to coordinate parking,
\ZINÅK0][Sa0I]TMZ^WT]V\MMZ[
and other aspects of Move-In
Weekend.
“We have a very good community and university relationship
addressing safety and educational
issues,” Miles Heckendorn, the
Director of the Public Safety
Department, said.
:M[QLMV\QIT4QNMIVL8]JTQK
Safety work with mayor Dave
Kleis and the St. Cloud Police
,MXIZ\UMV\\WZMO]TI\M\ZINÅKIVL
address health and safety issues
around the campus area.
Almost 100% of the Patrol
Division of the Police Department
will be assigned duties during
Move-In Weekend, either for trafÅKXI\ZWTWZMVNWZKMUMV\XI\ZWT
“We try to make it as convenient as possible for families of
incoming new students,” Heckendorn said.
Improvements have been
made over the past few years to
increase the smoothness in which
Move-In Weekend runs, especially
QVZMOIZL[\W[\INÅVO0W_M^MZ
there are still small problems that
are expected to arise.

6HHMove in/Page
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Retention rates remain constant at SCSU
Staff Report

This week is move-in
week, The time for new
students and fresh faces
to come into the fold of
SCSU. How many of
these students stay to
graduate? If you’ve been
to SCSU for a few years,
you tend to notice that
some of those fresh faces
disappear a few months
in.
Miguel MartinezSaenz, the under-

graduate education and
student support services
provost said that SCSU
is average when it comes
to retention. He added,
“The institution doesn’t
service the students they
bring in poorly, but we’re
not absolutely phenomenal. I will guarantee if
you did a national study,
W]ZIKILMUQKXZWÅTM
would be average.”
Average performance
aside, SCSU’s retention
rate for the last three

“Diamond performed at “Summertime”

years averaged at 72%.
Martinez-Saenz said,
“From a community
perspective, it tells us
you’re losing one of four
members who enter your
community. Which, depending on the students
experience, could be
troubling. If you happen
to be in a social group
that has a lot of people
leaving the institution
rhat creates some more
challenges. When people
don’t understand the

Page 10
Diamondback
performed at
Summertime by
George this past
wednesday

retention issue, people
think we’re failing as an
institution. We’re not
because the benchmarks
we set for ourselves have
to be set in relation to
our context, which is
heterogenous.”
Minnesota’s colleges can vary highly in
terms of retention rates.
Colleges like Macalester
boast rates in the upper
90s, while community

6HHRetention/Page
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Dorm lofts are bound and
ready for incoming students.

Acting Head Coach Brian Sebera

Page 16
SCSU’s
Acting Head
Coach Sebera
focuses on team
and player
development
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Renovations
Continued from Page 1

MICHAEL RUNYON / NEWS EDITOR

International students can check in at the front hall of Sherburne.

International students
Continued from Page 1
Khan will be starting his junior year at
SCSU this fall. Though he has family very
nearby, St. Cloud was a very new experience
for him.
“Everything’s different, trust me,” he said.
“After a while, I realized it was good I
came to Minnesota and St. Cloud because
people are really friendly here,” Khan said.
“They actually say ‘hi,’ ‘bye,’ you don’t even
know them and they’re saying ‘hi’ to you.
That was really surprising.”
Khan said there were a few other major
differences between his home city and St.
+TW]L[XMKQÅKITTa;+;=
“Everything is really clean,” he said. “Lots
of security and stuff. You don’t really feel
anything when you are walking outside after
12 at night. I don’t really feel a thing, I just
start walking.
“Everything is different from where I came
from,” Khan said.
Despite all these differences, Adib Khan
sees himself as unique when it comes to acclimating to this new environment.

“A good thing about myself, most of the
people who come here, they miss their food,
they miss their blah blah blah. I don’t miss
a thing,” he said, adding that this may be
because he’s always had “weird taste.”
After he graduates, Khan plans to complete graduate school.
“Not at St. Cloud State,” he said. “Hopefully a better university, a bigger one. Maybe
University of Minnesota, if I want to stay in
Minnesota.”
Adib Khan may pursue more education,
J]\W^MZITTXTIV[\WZQ[M\W\PM\WXQVPQ[ÅMTL
as quickly as he can.
“I want to retire when I’m 45 and then
enjoy life. That’s my plan.”
Incoming or long-time international
students can visit the Center for International
Studies in Lawrence Hall, Multicultural
Student Services in Atwood or the Intensive
English Center in the 51 Building for more
information on getting started as an international student at SCSU.

Move-in
Continued from Page 1
Heckendorn said getting
people to move their cars
from dorm parking lots to
designated empty car lots
after unloading as quickly as
possible is a constant ongoing
struggle.
Residential Life and
Public Safety will be posting informative signs farther
I_IaNZWUKIUX][WV\ZINÅK
routes this year to make
people more aware of the
correct process.
Another obstacle that will
affect the process of Move-In
Weekend is the roundabout
construction on Fifth Avenue
and University Drive that
began earlier this month.
The Police Department is
anticipating how it will affect
\ZINÅKIVLPW_\PMaKIVN]Z-

ther assist the students.
Preparation does not
stop once the students are
all moved in and the families
leave. Move-In Weekend has
a reputation for heavy drinking and parties around the
campus area.
Move-In Weekend 2010
saw over 300 citations issued
for underage consumption,
open container, noise violations, and disorderly conduct.
Police Enforcement Patrol
is preparing for anything
to happen during the late
evening hours of the weekend, especially with groups of
intoxicated students walking
the streets near campus.
¹8MWXTMUW^QVO\ZINÅK
barriers is a major concern
every year,” Sgt. Martin

Sayre of the St. Cloud Police
Department said. “This
affects both pedestrian and
^MPQKTM\ZINÅKº
Sayre also stresses the
importance of brushing up
on city ordinances and using
common sense for students
to stay out of trouble this
weekend. Walking in groups
is always better than walking
at night by oneself.
“If you are intoxicated
and walking by yourself in an
alley at 2:30, 3 in the morning, that’s just not a good situation,” Sayre said.
?Q\PQVKZMI[ML[\INÅVO
and precautions taken each
year, citations have been
decreasing and Move-In
Weekends have been improving over the past few years.

The segments of Hill-Case to be renovated are the
rooms around the main corridor. The renovation will focus
primarily on the inside of the residential hall.
Dan Pederson, the director of residential life, said that
although the plan was still in the design stages, the university knows what they want done in a general fashion.
“We’re going to do a major renovation,” he added.
“Health services will move to Shoemaker while the renova\QWV[IZMJMQVOLWVM?MLWV¼\PI^M\PMLM[QOV[ÆM[PMLW]\
as to what exactly is going to be done in the building. The
XZWKM[[_QTTJMÅVITQbMLQV7K\WJMZº
The construction will not begin until December and
_QTTÅVQ[PJMNWZM\PMVM`\[KPWWTaMIZJMOQV[+I[M_QTTJM
closed for the duration of the renovations.
Pederson said, “We do not have enough demand for
student housing right now to warrant having the building open. Last fall, knowing that we were going to do the
renovation, I consolidated our projected vacancy into one
building. It saves money on the construction process because most contractors are not working during the winter
and we’ll get favorable bids. It’s a win-win because we
won’t be needing the space.”
The Shoemaker renovations cost the University $6.1
million. The University is also looking into a $16 million
dollar project to renovate Atwood. The plans to renovate
Atwood will not begin until 2020. The University attempted to renovate Atwood two years ago, but the process was
shut down due to student opposition.
Ludwig said there were plans to renovate Holes and
Sherburne halls a few years from now, adding “Some of
these projects aren’t every year. There’s a schedule and it
might shift a little bit as we move out. Also involved in the
revenue fund is the Student Union, the parking ramp and
the rec. center.”
The cost of living in a renovated dorm will be increased. Students who plan on moving into Hill-Case next
year will pay an amount equal to those who live in Lawrence or the renovated Shoemaker areas.
The University is using a two-tier process for spending money on the renovations. Some of the money will be
coming from Residential Life reserves. Another portion
of the money is borrowed from the revenue fund, which
is an entity of MnSCU. The University will be borrowing money at tax-exempt rates over 20 years to pay for the
renovations.

Retention

Continued from Page 1
upper 90s, while community colleges have had problems
performing. According to the Hechinger report, Minnesota’s
community college retention rate was 26th in the nation.
Martinez-Saenz said, “To understand retention, two-thirds
of the factor is controlled prior to a student’s enrollment.
In other words, you could estimate your retention rates by
the ACT scores, high school GPA, high school preparation
and curriculum. Does the student come from a single parent
home? Did the parent go to college? Does the student come
from a dual parent home where both parents went to college?
All that information begins to dictate what happens. The
tricky part is, one third of it is unknown as to why students
leave.”
SCSU’s retention rate has maintained a 69-73% average
over the last ten years. The University does not currently have
an overarching plan in place for intervention to stop students
from dropping out.
5IZ\QVMb;IMVb[IQL¹<PMXTIVQ[\WÅO]ZMW]\_PI\\PM
recipe is given the population set. When you look at a place
like Macalester, part of the recipe is fairly easy because the
pool is, from an academic perspective, homogenous. The pool
is high schoolers who are high achieving. The recipe for that
is fairly narrow. The community colleges have students that
are enrolling for a variety of reasons. Some have students who
can’t get in due to academic ability and some come in from a
ÅVIVKQITXMZ[XMK\Q^M<PM[SQTT[M\NWZ\PM[\]LMV\[KWUQVOQV
Q[_QLMZ6W_Q\JMKWUM[UWZMLQNÅK]T\\WÅO]ZMW]\_PI\\PM
recipe is for retention.”
Saenz went on to say that developing an overarching plan
NWZ\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a_I[LQNÅK]T\JMKI][MWN \PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a¼[
heterogenous nature both in terms of academics and social
groups, adding “We know broadly that academic integration
and social integration are critical. If a student, independent of
ability, has his or her needs met, that is academic integration.
If you have a student that’s very high achieving, that student
may integrate well academically if there are programs that are
challenging that student. You have to think about the issue on
both ends and through the middle.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF
BOOKXCESSBLOG

Freshmen will read The
Absolutely True Diary
of a Part-Time Indian
by Sherman Alexie.

Common read
Continued from Page 1

-ence for students.
In a nut shell, there
are six autonomous colleges and schools with two
schools embedded in each
of the colleges.
As students, it is our responsibilities to get familiarized with the new organizational structure and know
the respective leaders our
schools or colleges. This
may take some time to get
used to, however, it will
result in better understanding to the administrative
system within your department next time when you
seek for academic advice or
ÅVIVKQITIQL[
Finally, whether you are
new or seasoned, be sensitive with the surroundings
and the people around.
Pick up a copy of the
“Welcome Student Guide”
that are available to all
residential students and at
newsstands around campus.
AW]_QTTÅVLUW[\VM_[
updates and college living
guides written by students
themselves.
If you are a new stuLMV\\PM[MO]QLM[KIVLMÅnitely help you to become
accustomed to a college
life – well, it is not exactly
like what you see on TV or
“American Pie.”
For returners, be caring
and helpful to these newbies. We were once in their
shoes and we know how
it is like to be a complete
stranger.
Help these newbies to
adjust to their new circles,
by simply being sensitive
to their backgrounds and
cultures. We aren’t all the
same. Being culturally sensi\Q^MIVLÆM`QJTM_QTTPMTXITT
of us to live in a balanced
society.
1\¼[aW]ZÅZ[\_MMSIVL
here I wish you a wonderful
head start and an adventurous journey ahead.

Aviation program cuts effect St. Cloud Airport
Samantha South
MARQUEE EDITOR

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Students purchase books at the Husky Bookstore before the start of the new
semester

After the decision to cut the aviation program in 2010’s budget appraisal, the St. Cloud
Airport could feel some negative effects in the
next few years.
Last year, President Earl H. Potter went
through the Strategic Program Appraisal for
program cuts throughout the University. Three
programs were slated to be cut in October:
General Biology, the master’s of Geography,
and Aviation. The Aviation program was to be
cut throughout the next four years, while not
accepting new students within those years and
allowing the sophomores, junior, and senior to
ÅVQ[PW]\\PMQZUIRWZ[
The St. Cloud Airport’s funding through
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
could be affected negatively after these four
years have passed. The number of operations,
such as landings and takeoffs, at the airport afNMK\IVIVV]IT*MVMÅ\+W[\;\]La\PI\\PM.))
do to see how much money and funding should
be provided for the airport. The number of
JMVMÅ\[\WKW[\[QV\PMMVL\PMVOM\[ZI\MLIVL

must be above 1.0.
“That number doesn’t budge a lot,” said
William Towle, Airport Director at the St.
Cloud Airport. “However, losing St. Cloud
State, in my opinion, will likely bring us below
the 1.0 range.”
1N \PMVM`\*MVMÅ\+W[\;\]La[PW_[\PI\
the airport is at a number lower than 1.0,
the extra funding must be provided from the
airport itself.
“It affects the region as well,” Towle said.
“There’s a lot of aviation jobs in the state of
Minnesota and this is really going to impact
them as well as the state of Minnesota is going
to have to look elsewhere for aviation jobs.”
The number of students entering the
program had risen 60 percent in the past three
years. The students generally account for 25
to 30 percent of the takeoffs and landings, so a
P]OMLMKZMI[MQV\PM*MVMÅ\+W[\;\]La_QTTJM
likely in the next three years.
More information on the gradual effects
on the St. Cloud Airport will be released in the
next few weeks.
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Summer - a visual vacation

TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

“Mannequin Series” by Clare Mielke, left, and “A Meditation (ongoing project)” by Matt Yaeger, right. SCSU students showcased their work during the St.
Cloud downtown Art Crawl.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Zachary Kulzer plays Mr. Poppy and sings along with the chorus.
TARA GORMAN / VISUALS EDITOR

Randy Goering holds his handmade sign up on division street while waiting to
cross through an intersection.

JUN-KAI TEOH / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Rally supporters gathered outside Pioneer Place to hear Justin Lewandowski
speak about equal rights.

HANNAH SWIFT / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Participants line up to begin the parade. The parade began and ended at Riverside park.

TARA GORMAN /VISUALS EDITOR

BIGYA PRADHAN / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Skateboarders covered the Skate Plaza practicing before the competition on Saturday.

Spectators watched and danced during Transit Authority’s performance at Summertime by George
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NW]VLML;MX\!!1\
Q[X]JTQ[PML_MMSTaL]ZQVO
[KPWWT[MUM[\MZ[IVLWVTQVM
weekly during summer
[M[[QWV[;KPML]TMM`KMX\QWV[
WKK]ZL]ZQVOÅVITXMZQWL[IVL
IKILMUQKJZMIS[
<PMVM_[XIXMZQ[N]VLML_Q\P
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ITWVO_Q\PJ][QVM[[M[QV\PM
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IKWUXTM\MTQ[\WN LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV
TWKI\QWV[MUIQT3IQI\MLQ\WZ(
]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
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<PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a+PZWVQKTM
XZQLM[Q\[MTN WVRW]ZVITQ[\QK
integrity. We strive to
X]JTQ[P\PMUW[\IKK]ZI\M
information, but we are
XZWVM\WP]UIVUQ[\ISM[
?M_QTTKWZZMK\IVaMZZWZ[
WN NIK\WZUQ[[XMTTMLVIUM[
promptly. Call 308.4086
_Q\PIVaKWZZMK\QWV[
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Keep kids shows for kids
Kyra Loch
COLUMNIST

5IVaKPQTLZMVW^MZ\PMXI[\
aMIZ[PI^MOZW_V]X_I\KPQVO
\PMXWX]TIZKPQTLZMV¼[XZWOZIU
;M[IUM;\ZMM\
<PMUMUWZIJTMKPIZIK\MZ[
IVLO]M[\IXXMIZIVKM[WN X]JTQK
ÅO]ZM[PI^MMVOIOML^QM_MZ[NWZ
aMIZ[IVL\PM[PW_PI[UIQV\IQVMLQ\[[\I\][I[I[\IXTMQVMIZTa
KPQTLPWWLUMUWZQM[

0W_M^MZ\PM[PW_PI[VW\
escaped some speculation and
LMJI\M<_WX]XXM\[QVXIZ\QK]TIZ
*MZ\IVL-ZVQMPI^MPIL\PMQZ
[M`]ITQ\aY]M[\QWVMLWVU]T\QXTM
occasions.
<PMZMPI[ZMKMV\TaJMMVI
petition posted online that is
X][PQVONWZ\PM_ZQ\MZ[WN ;M[IUM
;\ZMM\\W¹W]\º\PMKPIZIK\MZ[*MZ\
IVL-ZVQMI[PWUW[M`]ITIVL
M^MVUIZZa\PMUWVIV]XKWUQVO
show.
-^MVQN ;M[IUM;\ZMM\LWM[
VW\QVKT]LM*MZ\IVL-ZVQM¼[UIZZQIOMQVIVa]XKWUQVOMXQ[WLM[
\PMXM\Q\QWVQ[IT[WKITTQVONWZ
;M[IUM;\ZMM\\WKZMI\MIOIaWZ
TM[JQIVKPIZIK\MZ
<PMKZMI\WZ[WN \PMXM\Q\QWVJMTQM^M\PQ[_QTTPMTX\MIKP
KPQTLZMV\WJMUWZMIKKMX\QVOIVL
\WTMZIV\WN W\PMZ[
;M[IUM;\ZMM\QV[Q[\[\PMaIZM

R][\\_WX]XXM\[\PI\IZMKTW[M
NZQMVL[IVLZWWUUI\M[#\PMaIZM
R][\X]XXM\[VW\TW^MZ[
<PMNIK\\PI\IXM\Q\QWVTQSM
\PQ[M`Q[\[Q[ZQLQK]TW][IVLI_I[\M
WN \QUM
=[QVOIKPQTLZMV¼[\MTM^Q[QWV[PW_\WXZWUW\MIXWTQ\QKIT
agenda should not be put up with.
<PM][MWN \PMXZWOZIU\W
\MIKPIKKMX\IVKMWN W\PMZ[_PW
[MMULQNNMZMV\Q[ITZMILaQVXTIa
)TTWN \PMKPIZIK\MZ[IZMLQNNMZMV\
IVLPI^MLQNNMZMV\XMZ[WVITQ\QM[
J]\[PW_\PM^QM_MZ[\PMaKIVITT
get along.
;\ZIQOP\TIKML*MZ\IVL\PM
UWZM[QTTa-ZVQM_MZMWZQOQVITTa
KZMI\ML_Q\P\PMQLMI\W\MIKP
KPQTLZMVPW_\WJMNZQMVL[_Q\P
XMWXTM_PWPI^MLQNNMZMV\XMZ[WVality types.
Little kids watching the show
UW[\WN\MVLWVW\KIZMIJW]\\PM

[M`]ITQ\aWN \PMKPIZIK\MZ[IVL
\PMa][]ITTaLWVW\I[[]UMMQ\PMZ
_Ia1OZM_]X_I\KPQVO;M[IUM
;\ZMM\I[ISQLIVL1SVW_1LQL
not make any assumptions about
*MZ\IVL-ZVQMJMQVOOIa
<PMMVKPIV\UMV\WN KPQTLZMV¼[
XZWOZIU[Q[\PI\TQ\\TMSQL[[\QTT
PI^M\PMQUIOQVI\QWVIVLQVVWcence to enjoy them.
?MIL]T\[PI^MTW[\\PQ[I[_M
PI^MOZW_V]X<W][*QO*QZLQ[
just a guy in a costume; to kids, he
Q[IK\]ITTaIJQZL
1N \PM_ZQ\MZ[LMKQLM\WPI^M
*MZ\IVL-ZVQMKWUMW]\WN \PM
KTW[M\IVLKIZZaW]\\PMQZ_MLLQVOWV\PM[PW_[PW]TL_M\Za
\WJZMIS\PMQTT][QWV[WN \PMW\PMZ
KPIZIK\MZ[WV;M[IUM;\ZMM\I[
well?
1[+WWSQM5WV[\MZIX]XXM\
_Q\P[_MM\\WW\PWZIKPIZIK\MZ
_Q\PIV]VKWV\ZWTTIJTMMI\QVO

Making up silly standards
-]ZWXMIVL\PM)UMZQKI[
;PW]TL_MJM[PWKSML
that makeup has been used
NWZ[WTWVO'
1\XZWJIJTaQ[V¼\JZMISing news to many that
UISM]XPI[JMMVIZW]VL
NWZITWVO\QUMJ]\Q\ZIQ[M[
IVQV\MZM[\QVOY]M[\QWV"
?PaLWP]UIV[PI^M\PM
LM[QZM\WIT\MZ\PMQZIXXMIZHannah Swift
ance?
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
.ZWUOI]OQVOMIZTWJM[
\W_MIZQVOUI[KIZIUIVa
5ISM]XQ[IVQV\MZM[\QVO XMWXTMMUJZIKMKPIVOM
thing.
.WZ[WUM_MIZQVO
?PW_I[\PMÅZ[\XMZ[WV UISM]XQ[I_Ia\WNMMTJM\\W\PQVS¹7PPMa1¼UOW\MZIJW]\\PMQZJWLaWZR][\
QVO\WX]\\PQ[[\]NN WVUa
\PMQZTQNMQVOMVMZIT
NIKMJMKI][MQ\_QTTUISM
1SVW_QN 1¼UPI^QVOI
UMTWWSUWZMI\\ZIK\Q^Mº'
KZIXXa_MMSIVL1UISMIV
)N\MZ[WUMM`\MV[Q^MZM- MNNWZ\\W_MIZUISM]XIVL
[MIZKPZMIL"/WWOTQVO¹\PM LZM[[VQKMQ\_QTTX]\UMQVI
PQ[\WZaWN UISM]XºQ\\]ZV[ JM\\MZUWWL
W]\-OaX\QIV[_MZM\PM
1\PQVSQ\KWUM[LW_V
ÅZ[\XMWXTM\W][MINWZU
to the concept that people
WN KW[UM\QK[<PMa_W]TL
JI[MITW\WVPW_\PMaXMZput kohl, a black soot-like
KMQ^M\PQVO[
UI\MZQITIZW]VL\PMQZMaM[
1N [WUMWVMQ[_MIZQVOI
\W_IZLWNN JIL[XQZQ\[IVL
suit and tie, we assume they
IT[WQUXZW^M^Q[QWV
IZMKWVL]K\QVO[WUM[WZ\WN 
.ZWU\PMQVNWZUI[MZQW][J][QVM[[
\QWVOI\PMZMLUISM]X
7]ZXMZKMX\QWV[PMTX
PI[IXXIZMV\TaJMMV][ML
][]VLMZ[\IVL\PM_WZTL
QV\MZUQ\\MV\Ta[QVKM
IZW]VL][PMTXQVOIVLPQV*+QV[M^MZITK]T\]ZM[IVL
LMZQVOI\\PM[IUM\QUM
IZMI[QVKT]LQVO)NZQKI\PM
0W_M^MZUISM]XQ[
5QLLTM-I[\+PQVI2IXIV easy to pick on because it is

Worth 100 Words
0W_UIVaO]a[PI^MaW]PMIZLKWUXTIQV
\PI\¹VQKMO]a[ÅVQ[PTI[\º_PMVQ\KWUM[\W
dating?

5aUITMNZQMVL[TIUMV\\PI\OQZT[
IT_Ia[TQSM\PMUI[NZQMVL[J]\WVTaLI\MO]a[
_PW\ZMI\\PMUXWWZTa

5aY]M[\QWVQ[\PQ["_Pa_W]TLaW]
want to date someone with taste like this, who
KTMIZTaLWM[V¼\^IT]MPMZ[MTN WZ\PMZQOP\Y]ITQ\QM[QVXIZ\VMZ'

5MIV_PQTM\PMZMIZMSQVLN]VVa
[UIZ\UI\]ZM[QVOTMOQZT[W]\\PMZMTWWSQVONWZ
a nice guy.

5IaJMQN \PM[M¹VQKMO]a[º_MZMV¼\
[WJ][aX]Z[]QVOOQZT[_PWLWV¼\IXXZMKQI\M
\PMU\PMa¼LJMIJTM\W[MM\PM[MVQKMOQZT[

5WTTa?QTTQU[
5IVIOQVO-LQ\WZ

IZO]IJTaVW\VMKM[[IZaNWZ
LIQTaTQNM_PMZM_MIZQVO
KTW\PM[Q[]VTM[[aW]IZM
T]KSaMVW]OP\WTQ^MQVI
V]LQ[\KWUU]VM
1[UISM]X[QTTaXWQV\TM[[IVLI_I[\MWN UWVMa'
;WZ\WNJ]\1_W]TL
IZO]MITUW[\IVa\PQVO
KW]TLJMKWV[QLMZMLI_I[\M
WN UWVMaLMXMVLQVOWV
XMZ[WVIT^QM_[
.WZUa[MTN1\MVL\W
I^WQLUISM]X_PMV1
know it will be an incon^MVQMVKM\WUM\PI\LIa
2][\aM[\MZLIa1SVM_1_I[
OWQVO[_QUUQVO[W1LQLV¼\
put any makeup on in the
UWZVQVO_PMV1_I[OM\\QVO
ZMILa
)VQV\MZM[\QVOI[QLM
_PQKPKW]TLJMIVW\PMZ
IZ\QKTMMV\QZMTaQ[PW_
_WUMVNMMTXZM[[]ZM\W
_MIZUISM]XM[XMKQITTaQV
\PM_WZSXTIKM
1N 1OW\IRWJQVIKWZXWZI\MWNÅKM_PMZM[]Q\[_MZM
ZMY]QZML1_W]TLNMMTITW\
WN XZM[[]ZM\W_MIZUISM]X
M^MZaLIa
Women who choose
VW\\W_MIZUISM]X[PW]TL
VM^MZJM^QM_MLI[TIbaWZ
]VXZWNM[[QWVIT1\Q[IV]VNIQZM`XMK\I\QWVIVLKZMI\M[
LQ[KZMXIVKaJM\_MMV[M`M[

QV\PM_WZSXTIKM
1\Q[VW\IOWWLNMMTQVO
_PMV1\PQVS1PI^M\W_MIZ
UISM]X\WTWWSXZM[MV\IJTM
?PI\¼[_ZWVO_Q\P\PM
_Ia1TWWSVI\]ZITTa'1¼U
[WZZaUa[SQVPI[NZMKSTM[
and the occasional blemish.
,MIT_Q\PQ\VMZL[
6W\\W[Ia1LWV¼\TQSM
UISM]XQVNIK\\PMZM¼[
VW\PQVO_ZWVO_Q\P_MIZing makeup in my opinion.
)[1[IQLJMNWZMQ\LWM[
NMMTVQKM\WOM\ITT¹LWTTML
]Xº[WUM\QUM[.MMTQVOTQSM
aW]TWWSaW]ZJM[\Q[JQO
XQKSUM]XNWZUW[\XMWXTM
.WZ\PW[M_PW_MIZITW\
WN UISM]XITT\PM\QUMQN 
aW]IZMLWQVOQ\NWZaW]Z[MTN 
IVLVW\\WQUXZM[[W\PMZ[
\PMVUWZMXW_MZ\WaW]
<PMWVTaXZWJTMU_Q\P
UISM]XQ[_PMVXMWXTMIZM
_MIZQVOVW\JMKI][M\PMa
want to, but because they
NMMT\PMaPI^M\WQVWZLMZ\W
UMM\[WKQM\a¼[M`XMK\I\QWV[
1KPITTMVOMM^MZaXMZ[WV
\W\ISMIJZMISNZWU_MIZQVOUISM]XQN aW]NMMTTQSM
Q\#VWWVM[PW]TLPI^M\W
change the way they look
unless they want to.

LQ[WZLMZ'
1[7[KIZ\PM/ZW]KP\PM
OZ]UXaJ]\[\QTTTW^MIJTMX]XXM\
WZIKaVQKITPWUMTM[[XMZ[WV'
And just what the heck is
-TUW[]XXW[ML\WJM'
+PQTLZMVOZW_]X[WNI[\I[Q\
Q[_M[PW]TLVW\JMTWWSQVONWZ
UWZM_Ia[\WKI][M\PMQZTW[[WN 
innocence.
AM[;M[IUM;\ZMM\Q[I
XZWOZIU\PI\Q[UMIV\\WJM
ML]KI\QWVITNWZKPQTLZMV1\Q[
ML]KI\QWVITNWZ\MIKPQVO\PMU\PM
basics, like the alphabet, counting
V]UJMZ[IVL][QVOOWWLUIVVMZ[_PMVQV\MZIK\QVO_Q\PW\PMZ
KPQTLZMV
1\Q[VW\[WUM\PQVO_MI[
IL]T\[KIV][M\WNWZKMKPQTLZMV
to accept a political agenda. Let
puppets be puppets, and let kids
MVRWa\PMQZ[PW_[_PQTM\PMa[\QTT
can.

Quote of the Day

¹1
N aW]KIVPMTXW\PMZ[#QN aW]
cannot do that, at least do not
PIZU\PMUº

14th Dalai Lama
The opinions expressed on the Opinions
page are not necessarily those of the college,
university system or student body.

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the editor.
?MJ___]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
-UIQTWXQVQWV[(]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\
5IQT;\M_IZ\0ITT;+;=;\+TW]L56

Welcome: let’s help each other
Welcome, welcome back.
The dead-silent campus is
IOIQVÅTTML_Q\PKPI\\MZ[
smiles and joyous noise as
\PM XT][[\]LMV\[ZM\]ZVNWZ[KPWWTWV5WVLIa
5IVaWN aW]UIaJM
VM_\W\PQ[XTIKMMQ\PMZJMQVOVM_WZ\ZIV[NMZ[\]LMV\[
[\INN^Q[Q\QVO[KPWTIZ[WZ
NIK]T\a?PQT[\I[ZM\]ZVQVO
Jason Tham
[\]LMV\[UIVaWN aW]_QTT
JM^MZaU]KPNIUQTQIZ_Q\P
OPINIONS EDITOR
\PMKIUX][ITZMILa
?PM\PMZaW]IZMIVITQMV\W\PQ[TIVLWZIXMZUIVMV\
ZM[QLMV\aW]VMML\WJMI_IZMWN IKW]XTMWN KPIVOM[\W
this school.
.QZ[\JMQVO\PMVM_[UWSQVOXWTQKa\PI\PI[JMMVQUXTMUMV\ML[\IZ\QVO\PQ[NITT[MUM[\MZ1N aW]UIaPI^MVW\QKML
UIVaIZMI[_PMZM[\]LMV\[IVL[\INN ][ML\WJM[UWSQVOI\
IZMVWTWVOMZXMZUQ\\ML
1N aW]PI^M\W[UWSM][M\PMLM[QOVI\ML[UWSQVOIZMI[
2][\IPMIL]X\PM[M[XMKQÅKbWVM[_QTTJMZMUW^MLMNNMK\Q^MVM`\NITT0MVKM\PM[KPWWT_QTTJMKWUXTM\MTa\WJIKKW
NZMMVM`\aMIZ
)[[UWSMZ[IVLVWV[UWSMZ[aW]VMML\WJMI_IZM
WN \PQ[XWTQKaIVLLWVW\^QWTI\MQ\1NWZM[MM\PI\UIVa
[\]LMV\[UIa[\QTTPQLMIZW]VL[WUMVWVLM[QOVI\MLXWQV\[
IVLMVRWa\PMQZ¹NZM[PIQZº[M[[QWV[·aM\\PQ[UIaKI][M
]VMI[QVM[[NWZW\PMZ[IVLI\\PM[IUM\QUM^QWTI\M\PM
]VQ^MZ[Q\aXWTQKa
6M`\\PMVM_IKILMUQK[\Z]K\]ZM_QTTJMMNNMK\Q^M\PQ[
NITT[MUM[\MZI[\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\a;\ZI\MOQK8TIVVQVO+WUUQ\-

\MMPI[_WZSMLWVQ\NWZ\PMXI[\aMIZ[
,W]XLI\MaW]Z[MTN WV\PMVM_KWTTMOM[[KPWWT[IVL
LMXIZ\UMV\[\PI\IZMNWZUML\WIKPQM^MPQOPMZILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^MXZWL]K\Q^Q\aI[_MTTI[JM\\MZTMIZVQVOM`XMZQMVKMNWZ
students.
1VIV]\[PMTT\PMZMIZM[Q`I]\WVWUW][KWTTMOM[IVL
[KPWWT[_Q\P\_W[KPWWT[MUJMLLMLQVMIKPWN \PMKWTTMOM[
)[[\]LMV\[Q\Q[W]ZZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\WOM\NIUQTQIZQbML_Q\P\PMVM_WZOIVQbI\QWVIT[\Z]K\]ZMIVLSVW_\PM
ZM[XMK\Q^MTMILMZ[WN W]Z[KPWWT[WZKWTTMOM[<PQ[UIa\ISM
[WUM\QUM\WOM\][ML\W#PW_M^MZQ\_QTTZM[]T\QVJM\\MZ
]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PMILUQVQ[\ZI\Q^M[a[\MU_Q\PQVaW]Z
LMXIZ\UMV\\PMVM`\\QUMaW][MMSNWZIKILMUQKIL^QKMWZ
ÅVIVKQITIQL[
.QVITTa_PM\PMZaW]IZMVM_WZ[MI[WVMLJM[MV[Q\Q^M
_Q\P\PM[]ZZW]VLQVO[IVL\PMXMWXTMIZW]VL
8QKS]XIKWXaWN \PM¹?MTKWUM;\]LMV\/]QLMº\PI\
IZMI^IQTIJTM\WITTZM[QLMV\QIT[\]LMV\[IVLI\VM_[[\IVL[
IZW]VLKIUX][AW]_QTTÅVLUW[\VM_[]XLI\M[IVLKWTTMOMTQ^QVOO]QLM[_ZQ\\MVJa[\]LMV\[\PMU[MT^M[
1N aW]IZMIVM_[\]LMV\\PM[MO]QLM[KIVLMÅVQ\MTa
PMTXaW]\WJMKWUMIKK][\WUML\WIKWTTMOMTQNM·_MTTQ\Q[
VW\M`IK\TaTQSM_PI\aW][MMWV<>WZ¹)UMZQKIV8QMº
.WZZM\]ZVMZ[JMKIZQVOIVLPMTXN]T\W\PM[MVM_JQM[
?M_MZMWVKMQV\PMQZ[PWM[IVL_MSVW_PW_Q\Q[TQSM\W
JMIKWUXTM\M[\ZIVOMZ
0MTX\PM[MVM_JQM[\WILR][\\W\PMQZVM_KQZKTM[Ja
[QUXTaJMQVO[MV[Q\Q^M\W\PMQZJIKSOZW]VL[IVLK]T\]ZM[
?MIZMV¼\ITT\PM[IUM*MQVOK]T\]ZITTa[MV[Q\Q^MIVLÆM`QJTM_QTTPMTXITTWN ][\WTQ^MQVIJITIVKML[WKQM\a
1\¼[aW]ZÅZ[\_MMSIVLPMZM1_Q[PaW]I_WVLMZN]T
PMIL[\IZ\IVLIVIL^MV\]ZW][RW]ZVMaIPMIL
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Local art galleries and shops downtown
The Paramount Gallery & Gifts
The Paramount is well known for its Gallery as well as
its Theatre. Ran by the Paramount Arts Resource Trust,
it is a community art facility where visual art classes are
offered to everyone and spaces are provided for rent for
individual work including studios and exhibition space.
The Gallery and Gifts is a place where local artists sell
their work. The Paramount Gallery is a big part of the Art
Crawls in downtown St. Cloud as well.
Price: Free. Unless planning on buying a piece of
artwork, coming in to see an exhibition is free. The Art
Crawls are free and roaming through downtown is required.
Upcoming Event: The next Art Crawl is August 19 and
20th. The Light and Shadows art exhibition will open on
the 20th at the Paramount.
For more information: http://www.paramountarts.org/
pages/Home/

Arts Co-op and Gallery

The Paper Collector

The Arts Co-op and Gallery features local artists work. Finding art
here is easy and versatile as they provide paintings, stained glass, pottery,
jewelry and sculpture from artists. This is more of a shop for local art and
purchases can be made for art here. This co-op is also part of the local Art
Crawls.
Price: Free. Being as the Art Co-op is a boutique, walking in to view the
art is free; if there is a desire to purchase art, here is a place where that is
possible.
Upcoming Event: The next Art Crawl is August 19 and 20th.
For more information: http://www.stclouddowntown.com/pages/
Shopping/

The Paper Collector is another place in the downtown
area that provides local artists artworks. They not only
display local artworks and are a part of the venue list for
the downtown art crawls, but sell their own pieces of art.
Frames, old magazines, and books are also displayed and
sold here.
Price: Free. Like the other boutiques and shops, coming into the Paper Collector to display their artworks is
free, unless purchasing an item.
Upcoming event: The next Art Crawl is August 19 and
20th.
For more information: http://www.papercollectormn.
com/default.htm

Atwood Gallery
St. Cloud State holds an art gallery in the middle of
Atwood Memorial Center. Here, some local, national, and
international art pieces are displayed. Usually, one artist’s
exhibits are displayed in here for a lengthy period of time
for students walking by to see. Everything is coordinated
and installed by students on the University Program Board
Visual Arts Committee. Other permanent pieces of art are
displayed all throughout Atwood as well.
Price: Free. Being a student at SCSU or even a visitor
passing through, this is a gallery on display for everyone
to see. There is no fee or charge to walk into the gallery or
Atwood to look at the artworks.
For more information: http://www.stcloudstate.edu/
atwood/

Other displayed artwork
Art is displayed all over the downtown area, as a lot of bars, restaurants and shops display and sell a lot of local
artists works.
Jules Bistro; The White Horse; Studio 505 Salon; St. Cloud Floral; The Veranda Lounge; Studio Jeff; Northern
Brights; Green Mill; Mind, Body & Spirits; Bumbledee’s; Accents; Books Revisited; and Electric Fetus.
The photo to the right is of the inside of the Pioneer Place and Veranda Lounge.

Local theater production venues downtown
The Pioneer Place and Veranda Lounge
The Pioneer Place has a wide variety of shows throughout the year. Located in a historic building in downtown St.
Cloud, The Pioneer Place is a public venue for professional theater, comedians, musicians, and other traveling shows to
perform. The Veranda Lounge was built on to the Pioneer Place a few years ago and is a wine bar that overlooks 5th
avenue. The Veranda Lounge is home to some of the live shows weekly, such as Monday Night Jazz.
Price: The price is depending on the show. Some shows on the Veranda Lounge are free, but an average show on the
main-stage costs between $15-25.
Upcoming Event: Rumours and Dreams, the music of Fleetwood Mac on August 16 through the 18, and August 23
through the 25th.
.WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWV"P\\X"___XXÅ^MKWUQVLM`XPX

The Paramount Theatre

St. Cloud State venues

The Paramount holds a variety of art and entertainment in general. The theatre serves
as a stage, which is rented out by local performers and community groups. It is also a place
where professional performances by touring musicians and theater groups are held. Great
<PMI\ZMIVWVXZWÅ\\PMI\MZWZOIVQbI\QWVXMZNWZU[PMZMI[ITWKITKWUU]VQ\a\PMI\MZ
group for kids and family.
Price: Pricing depends on the show or performance that is being held. Some local band
performances here are free, but most shows can range from $6 up to $70. The average
shows tend to be around $25, though.
Upcoming Event: The Full Monty on August 18 through the 20th.
For more information: http://www.paramountarts.org/pages/OnStage

Ritsche Auditorium hosts numerous concerts, cultural events, and convocations. The
auditorium holds classes during the week but turns into a stage for some performances
throughout the year. Hallenbeck Hall and Atwood Ballroom also have been known to host
large concerts. The Performing Arts Center building on campus also hosts shows and events
from the performing art students on campus.
Price: Being a student, most campus events and shows are free with a student ID. Family
members and friends have to pay a small fee.
Upcoming Event: The Johnny Holm Band in the Atwood Ballroom on August 25th.
For more information: http://www.stcloudstate.edu/events/default.asp

Photos on this page were taken by Nick Simmons, a staff photographer at the University Chronicle.
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Local music venues downtown

The Red Carpet Nightclub, Press Bar and Parlor
What: The Red Carpet Nightclub.
This downtown club offers live music every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night. Local bands, traveling performers and more perform on these nights. There is a main band room to
see the performances, but The Red Carpet provides multiple rooms for different activities: The Martini Lounge, Club Red, The Red Room, Keller Bar, and the Pool Hall. Since these are
late night shows, being 21 years old is required to get in.
Price: Some of the performances are free to view, while others have a cover charge ranging from $3-10.
Upcoming Event: IFDAKAR, performing on August 18th; Tribute to Rage, performing August 19th, and Epic 5, performing on August 20th.
For more information: http://redcarpetnightclub.com

What: The Press Bar
and Parlor.
The Press Bar offers
live music every Friday and
Saturday night. Local St.
Cloud and Minneapolis
bands are popular here.
Rock and Roll music is
mostly provided for live music, but the upstairs in this
JIZXZW^QLM[ILIVKMÆWWZ
and a DJ for club music.
Food is also a cheap option
here when out watching
a show. The shows are 21
plus.
Price: The price varies
depending on the band, but
most shows are free. The
DJ shows upstairs are also
free.
Upcoming Event: Soul
Tree will be performing
August 19th and Plan B will
be performing August 20th.
For more information:
http://www.pressbar.com/

SCSU music venues- The Quarry and Atwood After Dark

St. Cloud State offers some of their own live entertainment. This is good for University students of all ages. The Quarry is a multipurpose venue for viewing everything from live music,
acoustic music, poetry, comedy, and dances. Atwood After Dark happens once a month on Fridays in the Atwood Memorial Center, and provides a variety of events such as novelty acts,
showcasing performers, free bowling and billiards.
Upcoming Event: The next Atwood After Dark will be August 26th in the Atwood Memorial Center.
For more information: http://www.stcloudstate.edu/atwood/entertainment/default.asp

Local movie theaters in the area

Marcus Parkwood 18 Theater
What: Parkwood 18 Movie Theater located in Waite Park.
Parkwood 18 Theater, since recently, is the only movie theater around the St. Cloud area. It
provides the latest movies and has matinee prices at a discount. Located in Waite Park, it is rather
far from the campus area.
Price: Movie prices are around $8.75, seniors and children prices are $5.75. 3D movies cost
$12-13.
Upcoming Movies: Fright Night, One Day, Spy Kids 2D: All The Time in the World, Abduction, Anonymous, The Three Musketeers 3D, Conan the Barbarian, and Immortals 2D.
For more information: http://www.marcustheatres.com/Theatre/TheatreDetail/171/

St. Cloud State’s Atwood Theater
What: Atwood Theatre on campus.
Atwood Theatre is a place on campus where watching recently new movies is an option
I\VWKW[\\W[\]LMV\[)[MTMK\MLÅTU_QTTJMKPW[MVIVLXTIaML\_W\W\PZMMVQOP\[L]ZQVO
the course of each week. Movie showing Days include Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays.
Upcoming Movies: Thor will be shown in the Atwood Theatre August 25 through the
27th at 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. on Friday.
For more information: http://www.stcloudstate.edu/events/default.asp

Photos on this page were taken by Nick Simmons, a staff photographer at the University Chronicle.
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Diamondback at Summertime by George

Nick Simmons
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Summertime by George hosted Diamondback this
past Wednesday for it’s weekly community celebration. These events have hosted different bands, food
and merchant vendors, activities and sponsors every
Wednesday throughout the summer.
The last three weeks of August will be the last three
Summertime by George events for the year. Upcoming
bands include Slip Twister (Aug. 17th), The Pachanga
;WKQM\a)]O\PIVL<PM:MKMLMZ[)]O[\
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‘Heat Wave’ series grip mystery & ‘Castle’ fans alike
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The books “Heat Wave” and “Naked Heat” are both
tie-ins to the ABC show “Castle,” and are supposedly writ\MVJa\PMÅK\Q\QW][KPIZIK\MZ:QKPIZL+I[\TM
That being said, they’re both wonderful books to read.
.IV[WN \PM)*+[PW__QTTÅVL:QKPIZL+I[\TM¼[_Q\IVL
humor cajoling them through the pages, but even new
ZMILMZ[_QTTÅVLXTMV\a\WMVRWaQVJW\PJWWS[
Both books follow the adventures of one journalist
2IUM[WV:WWSI[PM[PILW_[IV6A8,LM\MK\Q^M6QSSQ
Heat, on her murder cases. Tensions between the two
M^MV\]ITTa¹PMI\]XºI[\PMaÅVL\PMU[MT^M[I\\ZIK\ML\W
each other.
Now, these books are nothing like James Patterson’s
"Alex Cross" series, where the storyline is much darker and
far more intense. Instead, “Heat Wave” and “Naked Heat”
serves as a nice afternoon read by the porch with a glass of
lemonade (or beer) in hand.
Witty is the best way to describe both books, and while
the ghostwriter (real author) of the books are not revealed,
they both have the same style of writing in them.
The twists and turns, the progression of the story,

plays out very similarly to an episode of the TV show
“Castle.” In this case, it makes the story simple to follow.
There’s a single overarching story arc, and that’s about it.
<PMLaVIUQK[JM\_MMV6QSSQ0MI\IVL2IUM[WV:WWS
also plays out into a very endearing and romantic dance
and tango between the two.
The books, however, are relatively short but instead of
detracting from the stories the short length turns the books
QV\W\QOP\TaXIKSMLIVLNIQZTaNI[\XIKMLUa[\MZQM[:MILMZ[
won’t be left waiting, wanting or wondering.
For a TV-show tie-in, it’s done a very impressive job and the ghostwriter
LM[MZ^M[IVQKMXI\WV\PMJIKSNWZXWZ\ZIaQVO\PMÅK\Q\QW][KPIZIK\MZIVLPQ[
supposed writing style quite well.
As a book itself, it’s perfect as light-reading material and any murdermystery fan in search of a good read should give the Nikki Heat series a
chance.
And, with hardcover prices as low as $10 (on Amazon), it makes the
books much easier to justify.
“Heat Wave” and “Naked Heat” is available on Amazon for $7.99 and
$9.99 respectively.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.???/77,:-),;+75

Richard Castle’s ‘Heat Wave’ and ‘Naked Heat’ are
witty but mysterious for readers.

RATING:

‘Pirates of the Black Cove,’ fun but predictable
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“Pirates of Black Cove” asks not to be compared with
the famous “Sid Meier’s Pirates!” game, but they share a
great deal of similarities.
From Pillaging towns to land battles and capturing
[PQX[\PMaJW\PIQU\WN]TÅTT\PMQVVMZKPQTL¼[LM[QZM\WJM
a seafaring pirate storming across the seas into infamy and
fortune.
But “Pirates of Black Cove” is distinctly different from
“Sid Meier’s Pirates!” enough that it cannot be compared
in a fair manner.
“Pirates of Black Cove” is a fairly simple game, with
naval and land battles that’s usually very straightforward
and predictable. Its graphics are clean and colorful, its
storyline linear but humorous, its characters stereotypical
but adorably so.
“Pirates of Black Cove” is a fun game, with fairly easy
story progression and enough humor scattered in the dialog and open world to keep any gamer entertained for the
entire journey.
The world of “Pirates of Black Cove” is occupied by
various nations and three factions of seafarers: Buccaneers,
Pirates and Corsairs.
Most of the missions involve catering to the needs of

RATING:

[XMKQÅKNIK\QWV[_Q\P[\WZaUQ[[QWV[QV\MZ[XMZ[MLJM\_MMV
them sparingly.
“Pirates of Black Cove” is a light-hearted fun romp into
the pirating world, and fans of “Sid Meier’s Pirates!” will
[\QTTJMIJTM\WÅVLITW\\WMVRWaQV\PMOIUM
There is, however, a caveat to this wonderfully casual
game. The game’s quest system is extremely buggy, and it’s
not unusual to have a player stuck at a quest for no apparent reason.
Making frequent saves before and after a mission/quest
quickly becomes a chore, and to top it off, the games has a
tendency to sporadically crash.
Developed by Finnish developers Nitro Games, “Pirates
of Black Cove” could have been a wonderful little game.
The only thing stopping it from scratching the pirate itch
in gamers is its crashes and bugs.
Patient gamers willing to save often and even restart
\PMQZMV\QZMKIUXIQOV[PW]TLLWÅVM_Q\P\PQ[OIUM
otherwise they should probably hold-off until a "patch" or
J]OÅ`[WT^M[\PM[MIVVWaIVKM[
For context, during the attempt to review this game, the game campaign
had to be restart three times due to quest bugs that stopped the story from
progressing forward.
Available on the PC (through Steam, GamersGate, Direct2Drive and
others), “Pirates of Black Cove” retails for $19.99.

807<7+7=:<-;A7.???/)5-B76-+75

‘Pirates of the Black Cove’ is straightforward but
enjoyable.

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING
7 TO 9 BEDROOM Houses
Large Bedrooms, 3 Baths,
D/W, Laundry, Parking, 2
Blocks To Miller Library,
E.P.M 251-6005
UNIVERSITY PLACE
Apts. 4 Bedroom Apt., Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking,
Avail. E.P.M. 251-6005 excelpropmgmt.com
FEMALES AND MALES
Private Rooms In 4 Bedroom
Apts., Heat, Paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, Clean, Close. E.P.M.
251-6005
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent! Prime
Locations! Huge Kitchens!
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
For! New Carpet! Secured
Building With Parking lot. 3
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230
13th ST APARTMENTS:
1Blk N. Of Hockey Ctr(5th)
3 and 4 Bed Starting at
$230. Parking Garages,
Laundry, And Onsite Caretaker. Remodeled Units
Avail. Josh 651-270-9316
Dan 651-361-0803

AT T E N T I O N
DISCOUNTED GOLF $10
With Student I.D. M-F. Angushire Golf Club 320-251-9619
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6&68SLWFKHU
ßVKHVIRUWXUWOHV
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
The 6 foot 4 inch, 200 pound Husky pitcher,
Logan Birr, thrives on competition.
This is a reason he came to SCSU. “Coach
Dolan was a turning point in the SCSU program,” Birr said and wanted to be a part of it.
“We bond really well, they are like my
brothers, we are like a family and get along really well,” Birr said about his favorite part of the
Husky baseball team.
Birr was named one of the captains for the
upcoming Husky baseball season. The players
vote for the captains and the coaches overlook
the selections.
“To get named captain it means people
trust you, trust your leadership. They have trust
in me, to come talk to me if they are having
problems in school or anything. That is why it is
special to me,” Birr said.
It was a long journey for Birr to become
captain of the Husky baseball team.
“I started this game, gave up six runs and
didn’t record an out. That was pretty embarrassing, that was the worst, it sucked,” Birr said
of a game he pitched two years ago in summer
baseball. The road hasn’t always been rough for
Birr.
“I started playing baseball as soon as I could
walk,” Birr said. He started playing competitively when he was six years old in tee ball. Birr
played baseball all four years of high school for
the Apollo Eagles.
?PMV*QZZÅZ[\KIUM\W;+;=PMQV\MVLML
on majoring in business. After a year and half
of school Birr decided to change his major to
criminal justice he explained.
“Ever since I was little I had always talked
about it,” Birr said of his current major. He
described that it was always something that he
wanted to do, and thinks he would like a career
in criminal justice.
)VaRWJQV\PMKZQUQVITR][\QKMÅMTLQ[[WUMthing Birr said he would like but would prefer to
be a cop.
“I feel like I could pull over some people,”
Birr said.
Birr admitted that a long term goal of his
is to be successful. “Having a nice job, coming
home to a nice house, having a good family
and having some money,” Birr said about his
LMÅVQ\QWVWN JMQVO[]KKM[[N]T¹1LWV¼\_IV\\W
be broke or anything like that.”
Birr admitted he was “kinda boring” but
said the one thing he has on his bucket list is
to visit all the major league baseball parks and
watch a game at each one.
His love for baseball came from his father
and brother Birr explained. Birr’s brother
XTIaMLJI[MJITTIVL_I[Å^MaMIZ[WTLMZ\PIV
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;+;= W]\ÅMTLMZ -ZQK 4W`\MZKIUX PWTL[ I JI[MJITT QV PQ[ OTW^M I\ \PM +WTL
Spring Baseball Field.

+XVN\RXWßHOGHU
ZDQWVWRVWDUWOLYLQJ
Christian Bursch

IMAGE COURTESY OF HUSKY
ATHLETICS

Logan Birr pitcher for SCSU Huskies.

SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

him.
“He always beat me up when my parents
weren’t looking,” Birr said of his older brother
but explained his family has always been and
still are close. Birr also has a sister who is a year
younger than him.
“We spent a lot of time together as a family,” Birr said. He described times when his
family would go to his grandparents’ house in
Arizona and go camping at the big red barn.
“I think that’s what made us so close now,
we were always together,” Birr said. “I have
been blessed with the family I have.”
Crediting his mother, Birr admits his philosophy in life is “try everything twice.”
The reason behind the saying is “you might
VW\TQSMQ\\PMÅZ[\\QUMº*QZZ[IQL¹1IT_Ia[
used to hate squash, my mom made me try it
again and I loved it.”
While Birr’s mother taught him life lessons,
his father brought him hunting since he was
able to shoot a gun legally Birr explained. “We
hunt for everything: deer, duck and pheasant,”
Birr said and admits that he goes bow hunting once in a while with his father when he has
time.
Going hunting with a shotgun is a favorite for Birr. “My dad, my brother, two of my
cousins and my uncle get away from the city for
a weekend and camp,” Birr said of his family’s
hunting ritual.
Hunting is not the only outdoor past time
Birr enjoys. A friend of Birr’s lives on a lake
_PMZM\PMaOWÅ[PQVO
“We caught a snapping turtle one time and
now that’s what we go for. We have some stupid
obsession with catching it, ‘cause it got away.
That was four years ago,” Birr said and admits
they still attempt to catch snapping turtles.

-ZQK4W`\MZKIUXW]\ÅMTLMZNWZ\PM0][SQM[
doesn’t like heights.
“I can do some rollercoasters, but not the
power tower,” Loxtercamp said of his dislike for
heights.
He admitted he could never go skydiving.
Things Loxtercamp does like are hunting,
Å[PQVO[VW_UWJQTQVOIVL[VW_JWIZLQVO
“I like anything outside, its enjoyable,”
Loxtercamp said.
Loxtercamp described himself as an avid
outdoorsman.
“If I get bored around the house I walk into
the woods and shoot squirrels,” Loxtercamp
said.
He also enjoys deer hunting. Loxtercamp
explained that he shotgun hunts and bow hunts
mainly for deer but he also hunts pheasant.
“I like getting out in the woods and enjoying
nature. It’s the best part of hunting rather than
sitting in the house all day,” Loxtercamp said.
“I like bow hunting better, it is more exciting
for me but I see more deer when I go shotgun
hunting,” Loxtercamp said.
When he goes shotgun hunting he goes
down by Rochester while he bow hunts at his
house Loxtercamp explained.
“Bow hunting is more exciting because it is
more of a challenge, because you have to get
the deer a lot closer ... It gets your adrenaline
pumping when they get really close,” Loxtercamp said.
Loxtercamp said he would like to elk hunt
once in his life as well as hunt for bear and
caribou.
Loxtercamp admitted he would also like to
visit Alaska and every major league baseball
park.
*I[MJITTPI[ÅTTMLUW[\WN 4W`\MZKIUX¼[

“I

life. “We would come to the cold spring baseball
ÅMTLIVLXTIaXQKS]XJI[MJITTOIUM_Q\P
friends,” Loxtercamp said.
Loxtercamp played baseball for the Spar\IV[QVPQOP[KPWWT0MUIQVTaXTIaMLW]\ÅMTL
J]\[IQLPMXZMNMZZML\WXTIaKMV\MZÅMTL¹AW]
get better reads on the ball and you have more
room to move around and run after balls and it
is just exciting,” Loxtercamp said.
“My dad played baseball. I started to love
the game and a lot of my friends play baseball,”
Loxtercamp said.
“My family likes to go on trips to grandpa’s
cabin, our camper in Brainerd, went to Florida
a couple times and went to spring training his
senior year of high school,” Loxtercamp said.
He stated that his whole family likes baseball.
Loxtercamp chose to continue playing
baseball after high school for the Huskies after
graduating from Rocori.
“SCSU is close to home and has a good
baseball program and major that I am going
into,” Loxtercamp said of his reason for coming
to SCSU.
The major he is pursuing is construction
management. “Seems more interesting than
other things I looked at and is something I
want to do,” Loxtercamp said. He looked into
a major in business but chose his current major
instead. Although he is now considering a dual
major, Loxtercamp admitted.
“School is going well and I hope it continues
to go well,” Loxtercamp said.
After school Loxtercamp revealed he would
like to get a house, pay off loans, still play baseball and “start living.”

like anything outside, its enjoyable.”

started playing baseball as soon as I could walk.”
Logan Birr

SCSU Husky Pitcher

Eric Loxtercamp

SCSU Husky outfielder

IMAGE COURTESY OF HUSKY ATHLETICS
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Logan Birr throwing a pitch during a Husky baseball game this past season at
Joe Faber Field in Waite Park.

Eric Loxtercamp practices his swing at the Cold Spring Baseball Field in Cold
Spring.
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Huskies’ Hansen lives life one day at a time
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

15)/-+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A
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The 6 foot 3 inch, 190 pound
;+;=W]\ÅMTLMZ_I[LZIN\ML_Q\P\PM
+TM^MTIVL1VLQIV[
¹1LQLV¼\\PQVS1_I[OWQVO\W
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SCSU catcher hunts down big dream
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
¹5a]VKTMJ]QT\IJI[MJITTÅMTLWVUa
OZIVLXIZMV\¼[NIZUº-VOMZ[IQLWN \PMÅMTLPM
XTIaMLWV_Q\PPQ[NI\PMZ_PMVOZW_QVO]X
¹1_W]TLOM\ITW\WN XZIK\QKMPQ\\QVOIVL
\PZW_QVO_PMV_M_W]TLOW]X\PMZMº-VOMZ
[IQL0Q[]VKTM_WZSMLI\\PM5M\ZWLWUM_PMV
\PM<_QV[XTIaML\PMZM-VOMZZM^MITML
¹1\PILIOZI[[QVÅMTL°Q\_I[XMZNMK\IVL
N]V\WXTIaWVº-VOMZ[IQLWN \PMÅMTLPQ[]VKTM
J]QT\
-VOMZKZMLQ\MLPQ[NI\PMZNWZQV\ZWL]KQVO
PQU\W\PM[XWZ\WN JI[MJITT0MILUQ\\MLPM
[\IZ\MLXTIaQVOKI\KP_Q\PPQ[NI\PMZ_PMVPM
_I[NW]ZaMIZ[WTLJ]\\PMÅZ[\TMIO]MPMXTIaML
WV_I[\MMJITT
)[INIUQTa\PM-VOMZ¼[_W]TL\ISM\ZQX[
\W[XZQVO\ZIQVQVOQV.TWZQLI)VW\PMZ\ZQX\PM
-VOMZ¼[\WWS_I[\W0QT\WV0MIL;W]\P+IZWTQVI<PMa_MV\OWTÅVOWV\PMQZ\ZQX
¹?M_MZMLZQ^QVOLW_V\PMNIQZ_IaIVL
\PMZM_I[IVITTQOI\WZQV\PMUQLLTMWN \PM
NIQZ_Iaº-VOMZ[IQL0MIT[WZM^MITMLPM_I[
[KIZMLIVLLQLV¼\SVW__PI\\WLW[Q\\QVOQV
\PMOWTN KIZ\WV\PMNIQZ_Ia¹)KW]Z[MUIVIOMZ
LZW^MW]\\W][IVLPM\WTL][QN \PMITTQOI\WZ
Z]V[I\][_M[PW]TLZ]VQVbQObIO[º-VOMZ
[IQL<PMUIVIOMZQVNWZUML\PMU\PI\ITTQOI\WZ[KIVWVTaZ]V[\ZIQOP\
.WZ\]VI\MTa\PMITTQOI\WZLQLVW\Z]V\W_IZL[\PMU
0]V\QVOQ[IVW\PMZXI[\\QUM\PI\-VOMZ
MVRWa[0MM`XTIQVML\PI\PM[PW\O]VP]V\[IVL
JW_P]V\[J]\LWM[V¼\OM\W]\^MZaWN\MV_Q\P
PQ[JW_0MILLML\PI\PM_QTTOM\W]\UWZM\PQ[
aMIZJMKI][MPM¹PI[\WOM\ILMMZº
¹1\PI[JMMVI_PQTM]VNWZ\]VI\MTa1SMMX
UQ[[QVOº-VOMZ[IQLIVLILUQ\\MLQ\Q[I[WZM

+0:1;<1)6*=:;+0;<)..807<7/:)80-:

<ZI^Q[-VOMZXZIK\QKM[PQ[[_QVOI\:Q^MZ¼[-LOMJI[MJITTÅMTLQV?IQ\M8IZS
\WXQK0M[IQLPMOM\[¹KZIXºNZWUPQ[NZQMVL[
¹1IT_Ia[[Ia1¼UOWQVO\WOM\ILMMZIVL
KWUMJIKSMUX\aPIVLMLº-VOMZ[IQL
-VOMZ¼[JQOOM[\LZMIUPW_M^MZQ[\WJM
LZIN\ML
¹1_W]TLTW^M\WJMIJTM\WKITTUaXIZMV\[
IVL\MTT\PMUº-VOMZ[IQLWN PQ[LZMIU\WJM
LZIN\MLJaIUIRWZTMIO]MJI[MJITT\MIU
<ISQVO[\MX[\W_IZL\PQ[LZMIU-VOMZKIUM
\W;+;=\WXTIaJI[MJITTNWZ\PM0][SQM[

?PMVI[SML\PMJM[\UWUMV\QVPQ[TQNM
-VOMZXI][MLZMÆMK\MLIVLIV[_MZML¹[QOVQVO_Q\P;+;=º0MM`XTIQVML\PI\PM_I[R][\
M`KQ\ML\PI\\PM;+;=KWIKPM[_MZM\ITSQVO\W
PQUU]KPTM[[I[SPQU\WXTIaNWZ\PM0][SQM[
¹1_I[PIXXaº-VOMZILLML
¹AW]IZMQVM^MZa[QVOTMXTIaIVLaW]LWV¼\
OM\JWZMLaW]IZMJIKS\PMZMKITTQVOXQ\KPM[Q\Q[
N]Vº-VOMZ[IQLZMNMZZQVO\WPQ[NI^WZQ\MXIZ\WN 
JI[MJITTIVLKI\KPQVO

-VOMZ¼[WTLMZJZW\PMZI\\MVL[;+;=IVL
¹J]LLaWN UQVMC<ZI^Q[3]TTIE_I[OWQVO\W
;+;=\WXTIaJI[MJITTº-VOMZZM^MITMLI[[WUM
WN \PMZMI[WV[NWZ[QOVQVO_Q\P\PM0][SQM[
/ZW_QVO]XQV5IXTM/ZW^M;+;=_I[
KTW[M\WPWUM-VOMZ[IQL_I[IVW\PMZZMI[WVNWZ
KPWW[QVO;+;=
¹1SVM_QN 1_I[KTW[M\WPWUMUaXIZMV\[
KW]TLKWUM\WOIUM[IVL1SVM_\PMa_W]TL
TQSM\PI\º-VOMZ[IQL
-VOMZQ[K]ZZMV\TaXTIaQVOJI[MJITTNWZ\PM
,]T]\P0][SQM[QV\PM6WZ\P?WWL4MIO]M
ITWVO_Q\P*ZQIV0IV[MV
¹1\¼[MI[QMZ\WOW\WIVM_\MIU_PMVaW]
SVW_[WUMWVMZQOP\I_IaJ]\_PMVaW]OM\\W
SVW_M^MZaWVMQ\Q[[QUXTMaW]IZMR][\XTIaQVOJI[MJITT°Q\Q[N]Vº-VOMZ[IQLWN XTIaQVO
JI[MJITT_Q\P;+;=\MIUUI\M0IV[MV
-VOMZLQ[KTW[MLPMIT_Ia[SVM_PM_IV\MLI
KIZMMZQV^WT^QVO[XWZ\[
¹<WJMIÅMTLKZM_UIQV\MVIVKMNWZIUIRWZ
TMIO]M\MIU°1\PQVSQ\_W]TLJMIUIbQVOº
-VOMZ[IQL
-VOMZILUQ\\ML_Q\PI[UQTM\PI\PM_W]TL
ZI\PMZXTIaJI[MJITT\PIV_WZSWV\PMÅMTL
¹1\X]\I[UQTMWVUaNIKMº-VOMZ[IQLWN 
JMQVOVIUMLKI\KPMZQV\PM6+)),Q^Q[QWV11
+MV\ZIT:MOQWVIT)TT<W]ZVIUMV\<MIU¹1_I[
PWVWZMLº-VOMZILLML
,Q[IXXWQV\QVOPQ[XIZMV\[Q[INMIZWN 
-VOMZ¼[0MIT[WILUQ\\MLPMQ[INZIQLWN 
PMQOP\[
¹1U[KIZML\WLMI\PWN [SaLQ^QVOº-VOMZ
[IQL-VOMZZM^MITMLPMPI[ZQLLMV\PM8W_MZ
<W_MZI\>ITTMa.IQZWVKMJ]\_QTTVM^MZLWQ\
IOIQV
¹AW][Q\]X\PMZMNWZ[MKWVL[aW]LWV¼\
SVW__PMVaW]IZMOWQVO\WLZWXIVL1XIVQKº
-VOMZ[IQL_Q\PIPQV\WN XQVSKWUQVO\WPQ[
KPMMS[

Pitcher Anderson works, studies, plays
PMTX_Q\PKPWZM[WVPQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ¼[NIZUQV*T]M-IZ\P+PWZM[
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
QV^WT^ML_I[PQVOW]\XQOJIZV[
NMMLQVO\PMXQO[IVLOQ^QVO\PMU
0][SaXQ\KPMZ/IZZM\\)VLMZ[PW\[
[WVTWWS[]X\WPQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ
¹1\_I[ITZQOP\1KIVVW\[MM
¹0MIT_Ia[KIUM\WITTUa
Ua[MTN LWQVOQ\I[IN]\]ZMRWJº
OIUM[IVLPMTXMLUMW]\I[I
)VLMZ[WV[IQLWN JMQVOINIZUMZ
TQ\\TMSQLº)VLMZ[WV[IQLWN PQ[
)VLMZ[WV¼[LZMIURWJ_W]TL
OZIVLNI\PMZ
JM\WXTIaUIRWZTMIO]MJI[MJITT
?PMV)VLMZ[WVQ[I\PWUMQV
¹1_IV\\WOZIL]I\MKWTTMOM
*T]M-IZ\PPM[MM[PQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ IVLPWXMN]TTaOM\LZIN\MLJaI
\_W\W\PZMM\QUM[I_MMS
54*\MIUIVLXTIaUQVWZTMIO]M
¹?M\ITSIJW]\JI[MJITTIVL
JI[MJITTº)VLMZ[WV[IQL
_I\KP<_QV[OIUM[IVLOWÅ[P<PM<_QV[_W]TLJM\PMQLMIT
QVOº)VLMZ[WV[IQL
\MIU\WJMLZIN\MLJa)VLMZ[WV
)VLMZ[WV¼[OZIVLNI\PMZ_I[I ZM^MITMLJ]\ILUQ\\ML\PI\PM
TIZOMQVÆ]MVKMQVPQ[LMKQ[QWV\W
OZM_]XI+]J[NIV
XTIaJI[MJITT0MKIUM\W[WUMWN 
¹1_W]TLTQSM\W[\IaKTW[M\W
)VLMZ[WV¼[OIUM[I\;+;=IVL
PWUM1OZM_]XI+]J[NIV
I\\MVL[ITTWN PQ[[]UUMZJI[MJITT IVLQ\_W]TLJMXZM\\aKWWTº
OIUM[QV*T]M-IZ\P
)VLMZ[WV[IQLIJW]\XTIaQVONWZ
¹1XTIaNWZ\PMTMOQWVIVL\W_V MQ\PMZ\PM<_QV[WZ\PM+]J[
\MIU[º)VLMZ[WV[IQL
)VLMZ[WVZMKITT[XTIaMZ[
/ZW_QVO]X)VLMZ[WV_W]TL ;IUUa;W[IIVL/IZa?WWLI[
Christian Bursch

PQ[ZMI[WVNWZJMKWUQVOI+]J[
NIV
1VNWTTW_QVOPQ[LZMIU\WXTIa
QV\PMJQOTMIO]M[)VLMZ[WV_MV\
\W;+;=\WXTIaKWTTMOMJITT
¹*MQVOW]\\PMZMIVLPI^M
N]V\ZaUaPIZLM[\IVL[MM_PI\
PIXXMV[º)VLMZ[WV[IQLQ[PQ[
UW\Q^I\QWV\WSMMXXTIaQVO
)VLMZ[WVQ[UIRWZQVOQV[XWZ\[
UIVIOMUMV\_PQTMI\\MVLQVO
;+;=0M_QTTJMI[WXPWUWZMI\
\PM[\IZ\WN \PMNITT[MUM[\MZ
¹1ZMITTaTQSM[XWZ\[IVL_IV\
\WOM\QV^WT^MLQVW\PMZ[XWZ\[IVL
VW\R][\JI[MJITTº)VLMZ[WV[IQL
0M_W]TLTQSM\W[\IaQV^WT^ML
_Q\P[XWZ\[I[IKIZMMZI[TWVOI[
XW[[QJTM
2WJ[)VLMZ[WVPI[JMMV
QV^WT^ML_Q\PQV\PMXI[\PI^M
UIQVTaJMMVXPa[QKITTIJWZ"_WZSQVOWVPQ[OZIVLNI\PMZ¼[NIZUIVL
[PQVOTQVOJM\_MMVJI[MJITTKWUUQ\UMV\[

¹<PM_WZ[\XIZ\Q[_PMVQ\OM\[
ZMITTaPW\W]\IVLaW]PI^M\W
JMWVIZWWN NWZIJW]\PW]Z[
ILIa<PMJM[\XIZ\Q[UISQVO
UWVMaº)VLMZ[WV[IQLWN [PQVOTQVOQV\PM[]UUMZ\QUM
)VLMZ[WVPI[IT[WKWIKPML\MM
JITTQV\PM[]UUMZQVPQ[PWUM\W_V
)K\Q^Q\QM[)VLMZ[WVMVRWa[IZM
JQSQVOXTIaQVO[XWZ\[P]V\QVO
Å[PQVOOWTÅVOJWI\QVO\]JQVO
IVL_I\MZ[SQQVO?PQTM)VLMZ[WV
TQSM[UIVaIK\Q^Q\QM[W]\LWWZ[PM
ZM^MIT[PQ[NI^WZQ\MIK\Q^Q\aQ[\W
XTIaJI[MJITT
1\_I[)VLMZ[WV¼[UW\PMZ_PW
[QOVMLPQU]X\WXTIaJI[MJITT
)VLMZ[WVZMKITT[IVLKQ\M[PQ[
UW\PMZI[IVW\PMZXMZ[WVPMTWWS[
]X\W
807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A
¹;PM¼[IT_Ia[JMMV\PMZMNWZ
)<04-<1+;
UMIVL\WTLUM\WNWTTW_Ua
)VLMZ[WVTWWS[\WPQ[UW\PMZ
LZMIU[_PMV1KIVº)VLMZ[WV
and grandfather for inspira[IQL
\QWV
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Brian Sebera, Acting Cross Country
and Track and Field Coach
tion and the rest will work itself out.”
As for goals for him personally as the
coach he said he wants to have fun and enjoy
this year.
“I want to make sure I do the right things
and put kids in the right places to succeed…I
want to be the same person,” Sebera said of
his personal goals this season.
“I’m driven to succeed, I want to succeed
in doing this,” Sebera said while adding,
“succeeding for me isn’t necessarily winning,
doing the right things to make sure the kids
get what they deserve out of the program.”
Sebera stated that he wants to keep
learning this year and approach this position
with an open mind. He wants to become a

better coach and create solid relationships
with his athletes.
“I want to move myself up that pedestal
of being a better coach,” Sebera said, “if I
can do that I will be happy with the year.”
Coaching has always interested Sebera
since he was in high school he said. He
coached his brother while still in high school.
This is where his love for coaching began he
said.
“I enjoy mentoring student athletes, seeing them succeed, not just in sports but in
life too,” Sebera said as one of his reasons he
enjoys coaching.
¹:MOIZLTM[[WN QN _MÅVQ[PTI[\QV\PM
conference, I am doing it to see a kid persevere, graduate and move on and have a
family,” Sebera said, “those are the things
that keep you going… and at the end of the
day it is just a sport.”
“We all want to go out there and win
and be challenged but at the end of the day
we are human beings and we are dealing
with human beings and it is important for us
coaches to remember that,” Sebera said. His
own personal coaching advice, some of what
he admitted learning from coach Mischke.
“Growing up on video games, this is the
ultimate video game. I get to do it for real,
run my own program. The only problem is
that with the video game you don’t have all
the paperwork,” Sebera said while laughing.
He added that this is his analogy his recently
talked about with one of his brothers.
“This is only one year but it will be a
aMIZ1LMÅVQ\MTaZMUMUJMZIVL_QTTMVRWaº
Sebera said with a smile.

Health
Continued from Page 16
reverse the effects. Lifestyle changes may include preparing meals with more fruits,
vegetables, whole grains and limiting the amount of fats, Day said. He added that for pro\MQVWVM[PW]TLKPWW[MÅ[PTMIVUMI\WZ^MOM\IJTM[I[\PMQZ[W]ZKMWN XZW\MQV
Day also added that staying hydrated and drinking water will increase energy and can
ease an appetite.
Exercise is also an important part of managing high cholesterol and heart disease.
Exercises should be paced with allowed rest time. One should avoid isometric exercises,
which strain muscles against other muscles or an immovable object. Examples of isometric
exercises include push-ups and sit ups.
Another thing a person can do to assist them in their healthy goals is get regular physiKIT[/WQVO\W\PMLWK\WZKIVI[[Q[\WVMQVÅVLQVOPMIT\PXZWJTMU[MIZTa.QVLQVOPMIT\P
problems early may have long term effects with proper management.
Women can do breast exams at the same time once a month to check for suspicious
lumps that may indicate breast cancer. Some research suggests that a healthy diet rich in
NZ]Q\[^MOM\IJTM[IVLÅ[PI[_MTTI[^QOWZW][M`MZKQ[MUIaXZM^MV\JZMI[\KIVKMZ,Ia[IQL
)PMIT\PaTQNM[\aTMÅTTML_Q\PIJITIVKMLLQM\IVLM`MZKQ[MVW_KIVXZM^MV\[MZQW][
health problems later.
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Maiers dreams of becoming a coach
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

Nick Maiers, the only left-handed pitcher in Husky
baseball, wants to help people become better.
“High school baseball . . . our goal was to make yourself better or someone else better every single day,” Maiers
said, “it is a nice thing to live by . . . always be one step
ahead if you are trying to be better.”
At present, Maiers said he is trying to improve is accuracy and being able to challenge hitters.
As for helping others he explained that he will pick up
team mates after they make a mistake in a positive way and
not let what they did wrong get to them.
Maiers started playing baseball when he was three years
old.
He played a game called Bam Bam Ball.
“It was like daycare,” Maiers said with a laugh and
added it was basically unorganized baseball.
?PMVPM_I[Å^MaMIZ[WTLPM[\IZ\MLXTIaQVOJI[MJITT
for Waite Park teams where his dad coached him until he
was 15 years old.
“Sometimes after a practice he would lay into me,”
Maiers said.
He described his father as playing an active part of his
sports, coaching as well as attending games when he wasn’t
the coach.
“As the coach he was a model to look at and I know my
friends looked up to him too,” Maiers said.
When Maiers was 12 years old, his Waite Park baseball
team went to the World Series in Aberdeen, Maryland.
¹1\_I[\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PI\IVaaMIZWTL\MIU_MV\º
Maiers said.
5IQMZ[[IQL\PMÅMTL_I[QV+IT:QXSMV¼[JIKSaIZLIVL
the team was able to hang out with Cal and Billy Ripken.

The stadium was the Baltimore Orioles AAA stadium.
“It was jaw dropping . . . you realize what those guys
play in everyday and it was unbelievable,” Maiers said.
Maiers played hockey and baseball throughout high
school for the Crusaders.
Attending Cathedral was expensive, Maiers said, but
his grandparents made it possible by paying his tuition.
“I wouldn’t be where I am today without my family,”
Maiers said. “Attending Cathedral has directed me to
where I am today.”
As for college, Maiers admitted he was unsure if he
would attend college or not.
“I didn’t know what to do, I wanted to go to college
and I also wanted to see where I could go with hockey,”
Maiers said.
“I didn’t have any thoughts of playing college baseball.
I was going to play D3 college hockey or go to juniors and
not go to college,” Maiers said.
During his senior year of high school, college baseball
coaches started talking to the pitcher and talked him into
considering college baseball.
“I was in the baseball mode at the time ‘cause it was
baseball season, and I haven’t regretted it,” Maiers said.
Maiers said his favorite part about baseball is that it is
different every day.
“One day you could have an awful day and the next
you have the best game of your life,” Maiers said.
Sports and recreation management is the major Maiers
has chosen but he admits he might switch to marketing.
“I like interacting with people . . . I’ve always liked
sports but if I go into that major [marketing] I’d have more
options in life,” Maiers said.
He also thinks that knowing information about marketing will help his success wherever he goes.
As for a career after college, Maiers said he would still
like to coach.

+0:1;<1)6*=:;+0;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Nick Maiers tossing a baseball while standing on
\PMXQ\KPQVOUW]VLI\:Q^MZ[-LOMJI[MJITTÅMTL

He has assisted coaching the goalie for Cathedral and
baseball at the Whitney Center.
“Best part of coaching is watching them succeed and
have fun,” Maiers said. “Watching the high school hockey
team . . . come into the locker room and jump around and
scream was a lot of fun and brought me back to when I
could do that.”
Whether he is a coach or not Maiers said he wants to
help people.
“I want to help people get better every day whether it
is coaching or whatever business I fall into, just trying to
make a person better,” Maiers said.

Fischer divulges mischievous childhood stories
Christian Bursch

VI\QWVIT[QV3IV[I[º.Q[KPMZ[IQL
)N\MZ_I\KPQVO\PMKWTTMOM?WZTL;MZQM[NWZ\PMÅZ[\
\QUM.Q[KPMZM`XTIQVML\PI\NZWU\PI\UWUMV\WVPMPI[
“Enjoy life and have as much fun as you can, learn
always wanted to play college baseball.
NZWUaW]ZUQ[\ISM[º3aTM.Q[KPMZI;+;=JI[MJITTXTIaMZ
“I went to UMD in Duluth for one semester and transsaid.
NMZZMLLW_V\W;+;=º.Q[KPMZ[IQL0Q[ZMI[WV[_MZMQ\
)TM[[WV.Q[KPMZUIaPI^MTMIZVML_I[IJW]\\_W_MMS[
was closer to home and his brother was at SCSU and said
IOW¹1\_I[\PMÅZ[\\QUMIVLXZWJIJTa\PMTI[\\QUM_ISM
PMTW^MLQ\.Q[PMZ[IQLPMQ[OTIL\WJM_PMZMPMQ[I\VW_
JWIZLQVOº.Q[KPMZ[IQL?PQTM_ISMJWIZLQVO.Q[KPMZ
at SCSU.
broke his toe and has to wear a brace that looks like a
“My twin brother plays for SCSU... you always have
UWWVJWW\.Q[KPMZU][\_MIZ\PMJZIKMNWZNW]ZUWZM
someone to push you and neither one wants the other one
weeks.
\WOM\\WNIZIPMILWN \PMW\PMZWVMº.Q[KPMZ[IQLIJW]\
/ZW_QVO]X.Q[PMZTMIZVMLNZWUW\PMZUQ[\ISM[PQ[\_QV
having his brother on the same team.
JZW\PMZIVLPQUUILM.Q[KPMZM`XTIQVML\PI\TQNM_I[N]V
“I never really thought about what I wanted to do and
OZW_QVO]XIVLPM_W]TLIT_Ia[ÅVL[\]NN \WLW_PQKP
_PMV1OW\\WKWTTMOM1_I[TW[\º.Q[KPMZ[IQLIJW]\PQ[
usually got him into trouble.
major. He decided to major in athletic training and said
“We weren’t the ones to listen to the rules very often
\PI\[WNIZPMTQSM[Q\)[NWZIKIZMMZIN\MZKWTTMOM.Q[KPMZ
+0:1;<1)6*=:;+0;<)..807<7/:)80-:
IVL_M_MZMIT_Ia[ÅOP\QVOMIKPW\PMZº.Q[KPMZ[IQL
said he would like to continue on with baseball.
)\QUM\PI\.Q[KPMZZMUMUJMZ[^Q^QLTa_I[I\IJI[MJITT 3aTM.Q[KPMZI\:Q^MZ[-LOMJI[MJITTÅMTLQV?IQ\M
“I think every person’s goal on the team is to go to
8IZS
ÅMTL\PI\_I[IPITN UQTMNZWUPQ[PW][M0Q[\_QVJZW\PMZ
the next level but I think that everyone realizes that that
¹1\_I[LQNNMZMV\I\ÅZ[\J]\VW_PMQ[R][\XIZ\WN \PM
and he walked there to watch a game. There was a rain
KPIVKMQ[XZM\\a[UITT[WaW]VMMLI[WTQLXTIV*º.Q[KPMZ
NIUQTaº.Q[PMZ[IQL¹<PM_MQZLXIZ\Q[\PI\PMTWWS[R][\
delay during the game.
said.
like my dad.”
¹5aJZW\PMZIVL1ZIVW]\WV\W\PMÅMTLIVLZIV
.Q[KPMZ_W]TLIT[WTQSM\W\ZI^MTIN\MZKWTTMOMJ]\M`.Q[KPMZM`XTIQV[\PI\NIUQTaNZQMVL[_QTTNWZOM\\PI\PMQ[ XTIQV[\PI\PM_QTTJMPMZMNWZI\W\ITWN Å^MaMIZ[
IZW]VL[TQLQVOQV\PMU]LX]LLTM[º.Q[PMZ[IQL1\_I[I
adopted because he looks so much like his dad.
lot of fun but got him into a lot of trouble with their par“I am in no hurry to get out of college and I have ac*I[MJITTPI[IT_Ia[JMMVXIZ\WN \PM.Q[KPMZNIUQTa
MV\[.Q[PMZM`XTIQVML_Q\PIKP]KSTM
KMX\ML\PI\1_QTTJMPMZMNWZÅ^MaMIZ[º.Q[KPMZ[IQLWN PQ[
.Q[KPMZ¼[LILXTIaMLKWTTMOMJI[MJITTNWZ;IQV\2WPV¼[IVL
“Our childhood was not boring, we always wandered
college career.
.Q[KPMZ¼[UWUXTIaML[WN\JITT\PZW]OPW]\PQOP[KPWWT
WNN IVLUILMW]ZXIZMV\[^MZaXI\QMV\º.Q[PMZ[IQL
“I like college even though I have zero money most of
“The best moment came when my dad was coach.Q[PMZIT[WPI[IaW]VOMZJZW\PMZ\PI\_I[ILWX\ML
\PM\QUM1[\QTTPI^MN]Vº.Q[PMZ[IQL
from the Ukraine at the age of one.
ing the team my brother and I played on and we went to
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR
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New hockey conference threatens future of WCHA
Christian Bursch
SPORTS & FITNESS EDITOR

<PMKZMI\QWVWN \PM*QO<MV+WVNMZMVKMIVL\PM6I\QWVIT+WTTMOQI\M0WKSMa
+WVNMZMVKMQV,Q^Q[QWV1PI[[PISMV]X\PM
?M[\MZV+WTTMOQI\M0WKSMa)[[WKQI\QWV
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Students, faculty, staff and community can work out at the SCSU Fitness Center in Halenbeck Hall
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A diet balanced between carbohydrates, protein,
fruit and vegetables will promote a healthy balance
of cholesterol
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Brian Sebera named Acting Head
Coach of Husky Cross Country and
Track and Field

